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Drafting Forms to be Applied to Mechanical Devices
Standardization in Sizes and Rulings
WHEN
drafting forms the accountant
should bear in mind the fact that paper
is manufactured in standard sizes of different thicknesses, weights and qualities.
Paper as a subject requires much study
and can be treated here only in regard to its
effect on our purpose. The " M i l l " sizes
best known and most commonly used for
stationery are:—
Folio
Double F o l i o . . . . .
Double Cap
Double Double Cap
Royal
Double R o y a l . . . .
Medium

17
22
17
28
19
24
18

x
x
x
x
x
x
x

22
34
28
34
24
38
23

Loose Leaf Sizes

(24½ x 24½
2 4 ½ x 28½
[ 2 8 ½ x 28½

There are other standard sizes and any
member of the staff can obtain a schedule of
them from our files.
The following are mathematical expressions in division showing how printers make
calculations for cutting paper:
22
17 x 22

8½

x

=

4 out

=

2 out

11

I2
17 X 22

9

X

11
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The number of carbon copies obtainable
is largely governed by the thickness and
24½ X 24½
weight of the paper used. There are three
= 4 out
general
classes of carbon paper, viz.,
12½ x 12¼
featherweight, medium and heavy, any one
of which may be coated with soft or hard
11
carbon. When doing heavy manifolding
24½ x 24½
work it is sometimes advisable to have the
= 1 out
first form of a stronger paper to prevent the
12½
x
12½
type from perforating the sheet with letIt is not intended to make one believe ters like the "o."
that a printer would use size 2 4 ½ x 24½
Typewriters and adding machines are
paper to cut 1 2 ½ x 12½, but to show that equipped with carriages of different widths
over results in obtaining only one sheet so that the machines do not necessarily deas against four, with so little difference in mand that paper be cut true to standard
size that it would not affect the usefulness sizes, but they do demand that the rulings
of a form.
be made to conform with machine spacings.
Forms are either mailed, filed or put into
Too much stress cannot be put on the imbinders. If one arranges his forms to cut portance of ruling forms to conform with
without waste he will have little, i f any, machine spacings. W e reprint below an introuble in using them with standard binders, voice showing scales as a guide to draft a
or with standard filing cabinets.
form to accord with typewriter spacings.
2

1/6

BLANK

CORPORATION

00 B R O A D

STREET

NEW YORK, N.

Y.

19

Adding Zones
Do not put date in

SOLD TO

these

1

ADDRESS

columns

Descriptive

Quantity

Price

Items

Amount

2

Standard Vertical Spacing

TERMS

The width of
these two colums
is governed by the
capacity of the
adding registers

3
1/10

1

2
3
Standard Horizontal Spacing for Typewriters

4

5

The adding mechanism can be disconnect- Aside from the loss of time there is always
ed, but it is far better to keep dates or any a danger of the operators forgetting to conother such figures out of adding zones. nect or disconnect the adding mechanism.

Allow about3/8inch for paper feed rolls or tape.

2
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Adding typewriters have three standard
up and down spacings, v i z : single 1/6",
double 2/6", and wide 3/6". This spacing
arrangement can be disconnected and a variable spacing obtained. Moving to the next
writing line is done by hand with the variable spacer and considerable speed is lost
in the operation. Cross spacings are not
interchangeable. The machine "escapes"
1/10" at each stroke of a key or the space
bar. Tabulating is another matter.
Horizontal rulings should be omitted.
When manifolding on a round platen typewriter the outer sheet has a larger circumference and spaces wider than the under
sheet. O n a lengthy multiple bill one would
lose the registration of the forms.
When ruling a book one must of necessity provide space to carry totals. The width
of money columns on forms applied to adding typewriters is governed by the capacity
of the adding register. F o r instance,—
for invoicing, two adding registers are used,
one to add the items and the other to accumulate the total sales. The average invoice might be $100.00 or less, but the total
sales for the month would be over $100,000.00. It is therefore necessary to allow
1/10" in the amount column of the invoice
for each digit in the register accumulating
the total sales.
The adding machine spaces up and down
like the typewriter, i.e., "1/6," but not crosswise. There are adding typewriters that
write like typewriters and print like adding
machines. When drafting forms for this
type of machine one follows the scale given
on the reprinted bill, but in the money
columns allows 5/32" instead of 1/10" for
each figure, as explained. This type of machine has a separate keyboard for operating
the adding machine so that one need not
consider adding zones when providing space
for dates, etc.
Space must be allowed for loose leaf
forms in binders and two inches is not
considered too much allowance. There
are some specially constructed binders
which need less binding space but in no
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case is it advisable to use less than one inch.
The punching most commonly used are
for 5/16" and 3/8" posts, and distances are
measured from center to center to standard
gauge.
Some printers are familiar with the requirements of machine forms, but there are
some who are not. A printer is most likely
to "follow copy" and the accountant is safest when ruling forms to proper spacings.
We have i n our files in the Division of
Mechanical Devices considerable data covering this subject for the use of members of
the staff.
Manufacturers of mechanical devices encourage their prospective customers to try
out the forms on the machine before sending them to the printers and the members
of the staff who cannot consult M r . Track
should resort to this safeguard offered by
the manufacturers.
In the New York office we also have special rules required for the ruling of machine
forms and any one needing them may on
request have them for use.
The measurements for the ruling of H o l lerith and Power's Tabulating machines
cards are not given. W e understand that
the cards for these machines may be obtained only from the manufacturers.
M r . W . H . Bell, manager of the St. Louis
office, was at the recent commencement of
St. Louis University the recipient of the
Degree of Master of Commercial Science.
In partial fulfilment of the requirements for
the degree M r . Bell submitted a thesis entitled, "Some Phases of Corporation Organization and Accounting." The thesis
will appear as an article in an early number
of the Journal of Accountancy.
M r . E . A . Kracke has recently been appointed associate manager of the Chicago
office.

